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Introduction

Blind transport format detection (BTFD) has been introduced both for FDD and TDD to avoid the transmission of
TFCI bits for certain services in order to reduce interference caused by signalling. BTFD is an interesting option
especially for FDD DL. Here, discontinuous transmission (DTX) is applicable, which allows a simple implementation
of BTFD in the mobile by means of a straightforward approach for convolutional encoded TrCH.

For TDD however, this method is not feasible since dynamic rate matching is applied both in uplink and downlink,
which prevents the application of such a straightforward algorithm, see [1]. As an alternative it would be possible to
use a more sophisticated algorithm which tries to decode all possible transport format combinations (TFC). However,
this costs additional effort, which has not been evaluated in detail up to now.

In any case, BTFD is restricted to a quite low number of different TFC with certain other restrictions as currently
discussed on the reflector. Although not mentioned explicitly, those restrictions are defined that way to fit exactly the
requirements of AMR speech transmission including additional signalling.

On the other side, while for FDD the overhead for the TFCI is quite high, since always at least 30 bits must be
transmitted, for TDD the TFCI length is scalable in the range of 0 up to 32 bits, dependent on the number of different
TFC. Therefore, only a low number of TFCI bits is needed in those cases, which might be handled alternatively by
means of BTFD. Considering this reduced overhead, for TDD a far lower gain of BTFD in comparison to TFCI
transmission can be expected.

However, also for TDD the implementation of an BTFD algorithm is a valuable option to improve the detection
reliability especially for services with low BER.

Proposal

Based on the motivation given in the former paragraph it is proposed that for all CCTrCH the transmission of a TFCI is
assumed. This includes the transmission of  a TFCI with length zero if only one TFC is defined.

In addition, BTFD may be used as an implementation option to improve the detection reliability.

It is for further study, if BTFD shall be introduced for release 2000 as a mandatory feature, which has to be supported
both, in the node B and the mobiles.

Furthermore, the enclosed CR contains a small correction regarding the use of the puncturing limit (PL). For TDD, this
parameter is used not only for uplink but also in downlink, since dynamic rate matching is applied in both directions.
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3 Definitions, symbols and abbreviations

3.1 Definitions
For the purposes of the present document, the [following] terms and definitions [given in ... and the following] apply.

TrCH number: Transport channel number represents a TrCH ID assigned to L1 by L2. Transport channels are
multiplexed to the CCTrCH in the ascending order of  these IDs.

3.2 Symbols
For the purposes of the present document, the following symbols apply:

x round towards ∞, i.e. integer such that x ≤ x  < x+1
x round towards -∞, i.e. integer such that x-1 < x  ≤ x
x absolute value of x

Unless otherwise is explicitly stated when the symbol is used, the meaning of the following symbols are:

i TrCH number
j TFC number
k Bit number
l TF number
m Transport block number
n Radio frame number
p PhCH number
r Code block number
I Number of TrCHs in a CCTrCH.
Ci Number of code blocks in one TTI of TrCH i.
Fi Number of radio frames in one TTI of TrCH i.
Mi Number of transport blocks in one TTI of TrCH i.
P Number of PhCHs used for one CCTrCH.
PL Puncturing Limit for the uplink. Signalled from higher layers
RMi Rate Matching attribute for TrCH i. Signalled from higher layers.

Temporary variables, i.e. variables used in several (sub)sections with different meaning.

x, X
y, Y
z, Z
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4.2.13 Transport format detection

Transport format detection can be performed both with and without Transport Format Combination Indicator (TFCI). If
a TFCI is transmitted, the receiver detects the transport format combination from the TFCI. When no TFCI is
transmitted, so called blind transport format detection may be used, i.e. the receiver side uses the possible transport
format combinations as a priori information.

4.2.13.1 Blind transport format detection

Blind Transport Format Detection is optional both in the UE and the UTRAN. Therefore, for all CCTrCH a TFCI shall
be transmitted, including the possibilty of a TFCI length zero, if only one TFC is defined.

Blind transport format detection may be performed in the receiver by trying all possible combinations of the transport
format.

4.2.13.2 Explicit transport format detection based on TFCI

4.2.13.2.1 Transport Format Combination Indicator (TFCI)

The Transport Format Combination Indicator (TFCI) informs the receiver of the transport format combination of the
CCTrCHs . As soon as the TFCI is detected, the transport format combination, and hence the individual transport
channels' transport formats are known, and decoding of the transport channels can be performed.


